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ROYAL AIRCRAFT ESTABLISHMENT -- 

Wing flow measurements of the dan@ng in pitoh derivative 
of a 45" delta wing-body combination and with 

a tailplane in two positions 

R. Rose, M.So. 

Measurements of the damping in pitoh derivative of a 45' delta 

vdng-bo* combination and with a taXiplane in two positions were made at 

trsnsonic speeds using the wing flow technique. In the tailless 

configuration, the typical fsll of -(mq + rn4 ooours at approximately 

M = 0.92 end agrees well with the available flight end tunnel tests. 

In the tests with the tail on, the dsmping oontribution of the tailplane 

has been found and oompsred with theoretical estimates based on exposed 

tti erea. The agreement is reasonable at supersonio speeds but poor 

at subsonic and sonic speeds. 
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1 Introduotion 

A8 pert of a programme of systematio tests to investigate the 
variation of the damping in pitoh derivative (mq + m+.) at trensonic speeds, 

measurements using the wing flow technique were made during April, 1955, on 
a helf model of a 450 delta wing-body-teilplsne cc&&nation. 

The model wa8 tested with the tailplane at two alternative distances 
behind the wing, endwithoutthe tdlplaneto enable the dsmping oontrl- 
bution of the tailplane to be found. These test results were oompared with 
some of the theoretioel results of Ref.1. 

2 Description of the model and tests 

Figure 1 shows a G.A. of the model and Table I gives prinoipel 
geometric data. As with other wing flow models the wing end teilplsne were 
made of steel and the body of wood. The model was bdenced so that its 
centre of gravity ooinoided with the ~~4.6 of osoillation. 

A single degree of freedom oscillation technique was used. 

Tests were made between&oh numbers of 0.70 and 1.10 and the 
Reynolds number, based on mean chord attained during these tests, wss 
0.5 X lo6 at aMaoh number of 1.0. The scope of the tests is given in the 
following Table. 

I bfoad. Configuration Reauoea frequency parameter range 

A Wing alone 0.1027 - 0.0&5 
0.1239 - 0.0769 

B Wing+td&lene(shortann) o.oy.!& - 0.0600 

C Wing ctsilplene (long arm) ( 0.0893 - 0.0567 
( 0.1091 - 0.0683 

The notation A, B and C xll,lbe used in the note to deso.ribe the 
different model configurations. The small differences in redwed frequenoy 
paremeter ranges for the various oonfigurations were caused by the smd.l 
differnoes in model pitching moment of inertia. All tests ware made at a 
mean 3noidenoe of zero degrees. An attempt was made to fixboth wing 
surfaoes by smell spoilers at 5% ohord but transition was free on the 
teilplsne. 

3 Results and disoussions 

Figures 2(a) and (b) show the variation of mq + m. with Maoh number W 
for the wing-body combination at ranges of reduoed frequenoy parsmeter 
w = 0.1027 - 0.0645 and w = 0.1229 - 0.0769. In both reduoed frequenw 
parameter renges -(mq + rn+j increases up to N E 0.9 and then falls rapidly 
ta a amall negative value atM = 0.94, before increasing agein. These 
results are typical of those to be expected from a 45 degree delta wing. 

Bigure 3 shows the variation of -(mq + rn& i&h Mach ntunber for 

oonfiguration B at a reduced frequenay parameter range of w = 0.09@ toO.O&Q 
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The scatter at subsonic speeds.is large end m&es it difficult to define 
the curve accurately in this region. Figures I+(a) and 4(b) shorn results 
for configuration C at two reduced. frequency parameter ranges of w = 0.0893 
to 0.0567 and w = 0.1091 to 0;068J. 

The results obtained from all these configurations at the lower ranges 
of reduced frequency parameters are shovm in Figure 5 and those for the 
dng-bo@ wmbination alone have been wmpered tith other experimental and 
theoretical results. The wmparisons available were (a) flight tests up 
to M 3 0.92 on a 45' delta wing tailless aircraft, Ref.2, (aspect ratio 
thickness chord ratio O.lO), (b) soms subsotic wind tunnel tests on a 45 

2.8, 

delta wing-body combination, Ref.3, (aspect ratio 4.0, thickness chord 
ratio 0.06), and (c) some theoretical results for a dng alone celculated 
by the methods of Ref.1. The subsotio a& supersonic theories do not hold 
for Mach ntiers close to unity snd except for a sonic theory point no 
values ere shown for Mach numbers between 0.9 and 1.1. The agreement of 
all experimental results is good and clearly shows an increase in -ing 
Up to Id = 0.9 follo~d by a very sudden loss to zero damping at a slightly 
higher Wch number. The agreerhent with subsonic theory is good, but 
agreement with the sonic and supersonic theories is pwr. 

The probable reason for the poor agreement with the sonic theory 
is the low value of the reduce: frequency parameter 0, the theory does 
not hold for very low w because the logarithmic term in the approx5mate 
solution tends to make (mq + rnd too positive. The disagreement with 

supersonic theory is surprising as agreemelt between tunnel tests, free 
flight, full scale and theory is usual& good at supersonic speeds. 

From the comparison of tie results without tail and with the tail 
in tpA3 positions, the increase in the general level of damping at subsonic 
speeds is es expected. From the difference in damping between configurations 
A and B and A and C, the contribution of the tsilplane to (mq + rn;J for 

the two tail positions has beei estimated (Figure 6). For both tail 
positions, except for rather sudden variations at trsnsonio speeds, the 
generel level of the damping remsins similar at aJl Mach numbers. The 
sudden variations at transodo speeds probably have no significance as 
(s.) it is known that the %ing flow" technique can produce this *e of 
variation due to the difference in locsl Mach number at the wing and tail, 
end (b) the overall values are chan&ng rapidly due to the cknges of the 
dsmping duet0 the wing. Some calculations were made using the simple 
low speed dovmvrash delay theory (Ref.1) which gives the tailplane 
contribution as 

Am. = 
9 -qq$(g$), f +%) 

Values of lift curve slope and downwash v{ere taken from the lornr speed 

tunnel tests on a triangular wing of aspect ratio l+ (Ref.4). ST mas 
taken as the exposed tai.lpl.ane area. The results of these calculations 
are shown in Figure 6 and give values much lower than the vrring flovr tests. 
The tailplane contribution at the sonic speed was calculated by the 
method of para.4.2, Ref.1 using theoreticsl derivatives for the tailplane. 
For the two tailplane positions tested the cdculated values are 

Am$ 
= -1.80 and -2.48 for the short tall em and long tail arms respec- 

tively. These values are lerger than the wing flow results. 

The reason for the disagreement is again probably due to the theory 
not holding for low reduced frequencJl parameter W, the logarithmic tezm 
in the appmximate solution in this case makes Am 

9 
more negative. 

Probably the fairest comparison between the wing flow results and sonic 
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theory is to take the wing-tail ocmbination when the large effeots of low 
cd tend to cancel out. The result of this calculation is shown in Figure 5 
and is in much better agreement with the e~erlmentsl results. 

Para.4.3 of Ref.1 shows that the oontrlbution of the tailplane to 
the dsmping at supersonic speeds, for other than extrrmm positions of the 
tsilplane, is given by the simple dowmvas h delsy theory. 

Some calculations, using the simple dowmvash delay theory, were made 
for both oonfigurations at Id = 1.2 and gave values in reasonable agreement 
with those obtained experimentally. 

4 Conclusions 

The wing flowtsohnique has been used to measure the damping In 
pitoh derivatives of a ~0 delta wing body ocmM.nation of thickness chord 
ratio 0.06. In atition the dsmping contribution of a tailplans of 
dnilsrplanforrnto the winghasbeenmeasuredattwotsil srms. 

The results have shown that:- 

(a) For the wing-body oombination alone -(mq + rnd inoreases up to 

M = 0.9 and then falls sharply to a small negative value at Id = 0.94 before 
recovering by a Maoh number of 1.0. Good qreement is shawn with flight, 
wind tunnel tests and theory at subsonic speeds on wing-body oombinations 
of similar planform, but ayeement with theory is poor at M = 1 and abwe. 

(b) The addition of the tailplane increases the damping for the two 
tail positions by about Am. = -0.845 and -1.042 at a Maoh nurdmr of 0.7ana 
these values stay roughly o%stant throughout the Mach nuder range 
tested. A loss of damping still ooours at aMaah number of 0.94 which is 
approximately equal to the loss in wing-bo5y 0~88. The agreement with 
the theoretical. estimated inorease in damping due to tail, based on exposed 
tail area, is reasonable at supersonio s--eeds ma poor at subsonio and 
sorG.0 speeds. 
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TABLE I 

Geometric Data 

Leading edge sweep 
Aspect ratio 
Taper ratio 
Section 
Thlckness/ohord ratio 
Root ohord 
Standard meen chord, C 
Distance of axis of oscillation behind apex 
Aeroclynmic mean chord, 8 

Tailplane 

Leading edge sweep 
Aspect ratio 
Taper ratio 
Seation 
lMokness/chord ratio 
Root chord 
Distanoe between axis of oscillation and mid- 

point of the tailplane root chord, C 3.063 
Tsilplano height above wing ohord line 

NOTATION 

0 
2x.z = - , the reduced frequency parameter. 

V 

f = frequency of the oscillation. 

v = true speed ft/seo. 

45O 
b.0 
0 
R.A.E.101 
0.06 
3.50 inches 
1.75 inches 
1.75 inches 
2.333 inches 

::0 0 

0 
R.A.E. 101 
0.06 
1.50 inches 

or 3.50 inches 
0 inohes 
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MACH NUMBER 

(a) VARIATION OF - (mq, + m c; ) WITH MACH NUMBER. 
CONFIGURATION A-WING BODY COMBINATION. 

i 
REDUCiD FREQLkNCY PARAMETER 

0-I 23 0.1056 00343 oka4 0 b769 

0 
I I I 

0.7 0.8 0.9 I.0 1-I I.2 
MACH NUMBER 

-0.2 * 

0 
b .VARIATION OF -(nr9 + m;) WITH MACH NUMBER . 

CONFIGURATION A - WING BODY COMBINATION. 

FIG.2 (a 8 b). 
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CONFIGURATION B- WING BODY t TAIL 
(SHORT ARM> 
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i REDUCED FREQUENCY PARAMETI 
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(a. VARIATION OF - (mq,+ma) WITH MACH NUMBER. 
CONFIGURATION c WING BODY +TAIL (LONG ARM.) 

. 

2.0 

-(mot biJ 

o-7 O-8 0.9 I-0 

(b) 

MACH N;lblBER 
I-2 

VARIATION OF - (me+mc;,) WITH MACH NUMBER. 
CONFIGURATION C WING BODY + TAIL (LONG ARM.) 

FlG4.(a 8 b) 
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FIG.S.COMPARISON OF -(me tm&FOR THE THREE 
CONFIGURATIONS, A,B AND C. 



MACH NUMBER 

FIG6YARIATION OF THE TAILPLANE CONTRIBUTION 
TO -[m. +mG)WlTH MACH NUMBER. 
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